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One Year Marketing Plan for VOSHUS, LLC Beach Apparel 

by 

Jessica Blair Colt, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

SUPERVISOR: Gary Wilcox 

 This document is intended to be used strictly for VOSHUS, LLC as a marketing 

plan dating from June 2012-May 2013. Within the plan are a variety of elements meant 

to enhance brand awareness, reach the target market, and increase the overall profit 

margin. As VOSHUS is a start up brand, the budget for marketing is rather low, but it is 

divided as best as both the author of this document and the owner of VOSHUS saw fit. 

With this plan as a guideline to marketing the brand in its first official launch, VOSHUS 

will finally have the opportunity to become the powerful brand it is meant to be.  
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One Year Marketing Plan for VOSHUS, LLC Beach Apparel 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This one year marketing plan for VOSHUS, LLC was created by the founder’s marketing 

coordinator in order to obtain funding and investments from outside sources as well as 

give direction for the company’s anticipated growth. VOSHUS has already established an 

online presence and has found wholesale vendors that fit with the overall mission of 

comfort, quality, and a casual, but trendy style. VOSHUS is now ready to take the next 

step and begin selling in local surf and skate shops in the San Diego area. Over the next 

year, VOSHUS can begin expanding their customer base, explore brick and mortar 

opportunities, develop a girl’s line, sponsor various promotional events, and become 

profitable. 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

VOSHUS clothing started during Spring Break of 2005 when Founder, Blake Bolin, a 

native Southern Californian, suddenly came up with the word VOSHUS while messing 

around with some buddies on the beach. VOSHUS, pronounced vawsh-us, was initially 

supposed to be a term to describe an exhilarating feeling/energy that was brought on by 

an extraordinary event; such as the feeling you get after getting barreled for the first 

time, or the feeling that you get after finally nailing that trick that you had been working 

on for the longest time. Once the idea for VOSHUS had been born, Blake partnered up 

with his long time friend Greg Robertson to develop the brand. 

The logo had been in the works for roughly a year before it was finalized by Blake and 

Greg in the Fall of 2006. It wasn't until the night of October 1, 2006 that the first case of 

VOSHUS shirts was printed in Greg’s parents’ garage (turned workshop) in Southern 

California. Greg did not let Blake know that the shirts had been printed, and was 

planning to surprise him with a box of product on his doorstep the next day.  This 
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definitely would have given Blake that “voshus” feeling described in the paragraph 

above, but it was not to be. Unfortunately, late that night, Blake was involved in a fatal 

car accident. This terrible news was traumatizing to all the individuals that had grown to 

love Blake and his truly one of a kind personality over the years. He was a great young 

man who brought joy to all that knew him through his bright personality and quirky 

sense of humor.  

VOSHUS clothing embraces the beach vibe and style, mirroring Blake and Greg’s 

unending love for surfing, the beach, and living life to the fullest. VOSHUS provides high 

quality clothing from reputable vendors in the coolest colors, unique one-of-a-kind 

graphics, and a competitive pricing strategy. The slogan for VOSHUS is “leave your 

mark,” reflecting the ultimate mission of the company. The slogan and/or the VOSHUS 

symbol are present on every item VOSHUS sells. 

Once in stores and after establishing more of an online presence, VOSHUS hopes to 

grow its customer base, expand its product offerings, and sponsor fun events in the 

community.  

MISSION  

Unlike most brands, the meaning of VOSHUS has drastically changed since its inception. 

VOSHUS was initially intended to be defined as an adjective to describe an exhilarated 

feeling (having a similar meaning to the words: awesome, insane, epic, gnarly, etc.). 

However, the tragic passing of co-founder, Blake Bolin, caused this meaning to quickly 

evolve. From that point forward, the brand VOSHUS would forever personify the unique 

traits of Blake. The brand strives to be trend setting, fun-loving, and aesthetically 

pleasing just as our fallen friend was. He has truly left a lasting mark on everyone here 

at VOSHUS, and we hope to leave a lasting mark on you! 
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OVERALL OBJECTIVES 

VOSHUS’s overall objectives are two-fold. First, the largest and most important 

objective is for VOSHUS to become profitable. Robertson is hoping to be able to attract 

investors to aid him in the start-up years of the company and to enable him to carry out 

more promotional events. This will also be beneficial as Robertson attempts to place 

VOSHUS in retail venues throughout the Sothern California area. VOSHUS will need a 

hefty supply of inventory once this happens in order to meet potential demand from 

consumers and the retailers. Without investment capital, it is doubtful Robertson could 

successfully fulfill client demand. 

Second, and also very important, Robertson’s goal is to spread the “voshus” feeling and 

lifestyle to as many people as possible. Blake lived his life this way, which was very 

inspirational to Robertson, and Robertson also strives to live life to the fullest and to 

“leave his mark” on his life and the people he encounters along the way. He hopes his 

brand will inspire others to value every day, take pleasure in the small things, and to 

have as much fun as possible in what Robertson believes to be the short period of time 

we all have on this earth.  

SWOT 

While there are many competitors in the beach apparel industry, VOSHUS has several 

strengths and many opportunities to give it an advantage. Some companies may try to 

imitate the VOSHUS line, but with dedicated graphic artists who are friends and family 

of the founders, continuous brainstorming on the designs, and a solid trademark, 

VOSHUS knows they can withstand any attempts to duplicate. Moreover, VOSHUS has 

much untapped potential to grow and expand within their target market and beyond. 

Once they are placed in stores, the opportunity is huge to continue increasing shelf 

space, as well as maintaining their online sales. As revenue and market share gradually 
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increase, VOSHUS also has the opportunity to sponsor or partner with community 

events, such as the Huntington Beach US Open of Surfing, where a small scale 

promotion was run last summer.  

The following table will outline the SWOT analysis for VOSHUS: 

Table 1 

Strengths 

 Youthful leadership—extreme 
understanding of target consumer 

 VOSHUS symbol is very catchy and 
easily recognizable 

 The wholesome inspiration behind 
the brand emotionally entices 
individuals to support the product 
and mission 

 Founders have strong networks in 
major Southern Californian coastal 
submarkets 

 Garments are screen printed in 
house to ensure quality, 
consistency, timeliness of orders, 
and maximization of profits (cost-
effective) 

 Co-founder has a strong track 
record of making sound financial & 
profit driven decisions 

 Founders manage website and 
social media activity  

Weaknesses 

 A limited number of consumers 
have been exposed to the VOSHUS 
brand 

 VOSHUS does not yet have enough 
cash flow to commit to ongoing 
promotions and/or advertising 

 Has not been able to attend trade 
shows where many retailers 
purchase their seasonal products 

 If orders become frequent and 
large in quantity, the production 
capacity may suffer 

 As of yet, VOSHUS has not 
committed to a girls’ line, which 
excludes a large portion of the 
target market 

Opportunities  

 VOSHUS can expand into new 
markets across Southern California 
and the US 

 VOSHUS can increase its 
production capacity and items 
offered over time 

 Many events exist in the Southern 

Threats 

 VOSHUS is competing against big, 
established beach apparel brands 
such as Hurley, Quicksilver, Activ, 
lrg, and RVCA 

 VOSHUS is at a cost disadvantage, 
due to the scale of operation 

 Brand may need to be more 
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California area to run promotions 
and gain exposure for the brand 

 Social media networking will allow 
much exposure to the brand 
especially by target market 
consumers 

 Surfing as a sport is growing 
worldwide so surf apparel could 
also be in demand 

differentiated to avoid being 
washed out by well known brands 

 Retailers may not be receptive to 
carrying a start up brand in their 
store 

 VOSHUS may not have resources 
available to meet demand 

 Surf apparel took the heaviest hit 
of all retail in the 2008-2009 
downturn in the economy (PRWEB, 
2011).  

Table 1 Continued 

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 

The surf apparel industry experiences sales of over $8 billion annually (Henry, 2012). 

Eighty percent of these sales come from shoes, accessories, and clothing (Bateman, 

Kapoor, Liu, & Okojie, 2002). In recent years, surfing has become a “fashion trend,” 

attracting consumers due to its “cool” factor (PRWEB, 2011). Many of the retailers 

featuring  surf themed brands also feature a variety of other board sport related 

clothing and accessories. Although surfing does not have the most participants—

skateboarding is number one in that regard—it appears as though the surfer lifestyle 

and culture have the most influence on board sport apparel (Bateman, Kapoor, Liu, & 

Okojie, 2002). The largest board sport brand in the US is Quicksilver, followed by 

Billabong, O’Neill, Hurley, Volcom (Henry, 2012).  

TARGET MARKET 

The target market for VOSHUS is primarily comprised of 14 to 25-year-olds, who live an 

active lifestyle and appreciate the beach and surfer vibe. Not all may actually surf, but 

they embrace the lifestyle the culture embodies. They live by the “leave your mark” 

slogan, meaning these are young people who enjoy hanging out with friends, having a 

fun time no matter what, and appreciating their youth and the good times day by day. 
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They like to hang out casually in jeans, shorts, t-shirts, and tanks, but may also like to go 

out to higher end places occasionally. They spend the majority of their time dressed 

casually while still being trendy.  

Because the majority of these consumers are in high school or college, they are able to 

enjoy a hefty amount of disposable income from their parents. This means they are able 

to purchase higher quality, pricier retail items. They are more likely to go to a specialty 

retail shop (Pac Sun) for certain purchases over big box stores (Macy’s) even if that 

means paying a little more. This target market is located in Southern California, 

especially near the coast, but can spread throughout California and the nation as 

trendsetters in Southern California adopt the brand. 

CAMPAIGN GOALS 

The proposal for the VOSHUS campaign includes both short and long term goals. 

The short term goal is to get local retailers in the San Diego and Southern California area 

to agree to sell VOSHUS in their stores. 

The long term goal is to increase the consumer base of VOSHUS and continue to spread 

brand awareness throughout California and the country driving online and in store sales 

up, thereby gaining revenue and making a profit. 

MARKETING MIX 

 Product – VOSHUS has recently customized its Summer 2012 men’s collection 

with fashionably colored, unique, and high quality t-shirts, tank tops, and hats. 

Currently, they are working on selecting and finalizing the women’s collection 

which will include t-shirts, tanks, and shorts. At this point in time, VOSHUS 

features more of a boutique, small-scale collection. Over the next year, as sales 
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increase and brand awareness spreads, VOSHUS will have the means to expand 

their offerings to include more product differentiation and offerings.  

 Distribution – VOSHUS is currently offered only online via www.voshus.com. In 

the next month, VOSHUS is heading to several local surf shops in the San Diego 

and Orange County areas to speak with the shop owners about selling VOSHUS 

in their stores. Co-founder, Greg Robertson, finds it highly important to build 

relationships with consumers and those who aid in the distribution of his 

product. Through building and maintaining these key relationships, VOSHUS can 

likely have a promising and successful future. 

 Promotion – VOSHUS currently communicates with its consumers via the 

website, social media, and word of mouth. Robertson finds one of the core 

values of the brand to be building relationships with his customers. He has done 

this in the past by partnering with other start-up companies like Dorje Adventure 

Guides, in which both companies promote and support each other. Moreover, 

Robertson has tried guerilla marketing tactics like taking 300 men and women t-

shirts to the US Open of Surf in Huntington Beach last summer. There he and 

several friends and supporters targeted the appropriate markets by offering 

them a free shirt which also featured a discount code on the tag. Email addresses 

were collected and Robertson later connected with each individual on the list 

digitally, thanking them for their support in wearing VOSHUS, and offering them 

further discounts on future purchases. VOSHUS wants to continue promotional 

events, social media marketing, and networking to expand its consumer base. 

 Price – VOSHUS has built is pricing strategy around the competition. It wants to 

be competitive with the big name surf wear apparel, without being overpriced. 

As VOSHUS has worked hard to find quality material, trendy colors, and designs 

one-of-a-kind graphics, their pricing strategy features shirts that range from $26 

to $28 and hats priced at $30. This pricing concept will instill in consumers that 

http://www.voshus.com/
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VOSHUS is a valuable, quality brand, worth the price. They do not plan on selling 

high quantity items for lower prices as this would “cheapen” the image. VOSHUS 

understands its consumers’ desire to be fashionable and on trend, while knowing 

they are purchasing a quality product that will hold up to wash and wear.  

MEDIA STRATEGY 

The 2012-2013 media strategy will reflect both the short and long term campaign goals. 

VOSHUS is primarily focused on gaining an in store presence this summer, while 

maintaining and improving their social media activity. VOSHUS hopes to begin making a 

profit through both online and in store sales by Summer 2013 through the following 

media strategy schedule. The following is a concise list of proposed media strategies: 

 Social Media 

 Use Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram to build awareness 

 Ideally post every other day something interesting and unique. VOSHUS does 

not want to overflow newsfeeds daily and thus drive away the target market 

 VOSHUS will offer special incentives and giveaways to those who follow their 

social media platforms 

 Dollar per share program – any person who shares status gets $1 credit 

toward the VOSHUS clothing website 

 VOSHUS wants to engage the consumer 

 Will post pictures in well known San Diego locations and leave a box with a 

shirt or hat. Only those who follow the post will know about it, and there will 

be a treasure hunt essentially. Whoever finds the product first gets to keep 

it. 

 Use social media to advertise community events and promotions 

 “Invite” people on Facebook to events and promotions 
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 “Leave Your Mark” Sponsorship: VOSHUS is going to represent local artists, 

athletes, bands, and others who would fit the VOSHUS brand well, and write a 

mini-bio to post on their social media platforms and website. In turn, this will 

create a symbiotic relationship between this up-and-coming individual and 

VOSHUS, whereby they each represent and sponsor each other, generating 

awareness.  

 Promotional Team 

 VOSHUS will send out a branded promotional team to distribute complimentary 

merchandise and/or discount cards to generate awareness and buzz 

 Ideal location for this would be the beach, the mall, retail locations, relative 

community events (e.g. Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon, US Open of Surfing, beach 

volleyball tournaments, etc) 

 The team would have iPads to have the interested consumers able to sign 

into Facebook and “Like” the page. In turn, they would be given a discount 

card and/or free merchandise 

 The promotional team would be of age individuals, able to represent and relate 

well to the target market, so as to create buzz and interest when in the field 

 Collaboration with local businesses and community partnerships 

 Partner with WaveHouse San Diego to host events and FlowBoarding sessions 

 Offer 25 people an hour of free FlowBoard sessions for people who follow 

VOSHUS on Facebook/Twitter/Instagram 

 Videos will be uploaded to the VOSHUS YouTube channel and this also 

allows users to share the video on their Facebook, etc 

 Dorje Adventure Guides 

 VOSHUS gives Dorje merchandise, particularly neon colored shirts, which 

stand out when the Dorje guides are in the wilderness to increase visibility 
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 Dorje in turn is able to take amazing shots wearing VOSHUS, like on a cliff 

edge, on a mountain top, under a waterfall, etc. 

 VOSHUS feels Dorje represents the VOSHUS ideology to live life to the 

fullest and to “Leave your mark.” 

 Front Row Live 

 This company interviews bands that are well liked and known by the target 

market 

 The employees Front Row Live wears VOSHUS t o gain mass exposure and to 

associate the brand with the target market’s interest 

 Partner with local non-profit surf lifestyle organizations 

 Help to sponsor some of their events or competitions 

 Donate VOSHUS proceeds earned at the events to the organizations 

 Partner with local charities and offer fun competitions on the beach 

 Examples are beach volleyball, horse shoes, Bocci ball 

 There would be an entry fee per team – half would go to charity, half would 

be given to the winning team, who would also receive VOSHUS merchandise 

 This would help the charity and VOSHUS both gain exposure 

BUDGET  

The following budget schedule is an estimate of costs and not final. As VOSHUS 

continues to grow and turn a profit, the budget for each as well as the ability to increase 

the overall marketing expenditure will grow.  

The total budget is $7, 000 for the 2012-2013 year and the following table breaks down 

the proposed media strategy by cost: 
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Table 2 

Media Strategy Estimated Cost- Year 1 

Promotional Team Wages $5,760 

Website Development $300 

Website Hosting $240 

Promotional Giveaways $4,800 

Promotional Events $1,200 

Trade Shows $600 

Merchandising Materials $600 

Collateral Printing $600 

 Total: $14,100 

 

CONCLUSION 

The surf apparel industry can be challenging to break into, but VOSHUS has all of the 

qualities that can help conquer the challenge. The unique and catchy logo, wholesome 

inspiration, and the fact that VOSHUS’ founders are intertwined within their own target 

market all lend major advantages to the brand. With the growth of the surf industry, the 

large number of events in Southern California VOSHUS can run promotional events with, 

and the ability for major growth within California and the US, VOSHUS has untapped 

potential to become a well known, respected, and successful brand.  
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.Appendix A 

Line Sheet 
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APPENDIX B 

Website 
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APPENDIX C 

Facebook Page 
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Appendix D 

Three Year Projection  
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